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Black OCtober:· the grad school ·test shani

.
'
Temple University Law School editorialized, "Our selection is
recently commented "no one primarily directed at finding inwould claim that the LSA T . dividuals who are likeJy to surmeasures motivation, judge- · vive the first year of medical
ment, practicality, idealism, school... where few of the
tenacity, character and maturi- characteristics of the effective
ty, integrity, patience, prepara- physician are requirE:!d for .suction, oral skills; perseverance, cess."
client handling organizational
ability and leadership-in sum
the lawyering process."
What the LSAT claims to
measure is how well an ·applicant will perform in his/her first
year of law school. Yet in a
study done by the Educational
Testing Service., the organizJ.
tion whicli - administers the
tests, the average LSA T score
was found to coorelate .35 with
grades, with a range from
THESE HELP
.07-.49. So claims of accuracy
seem to be overstated.
Over 150,000 students take
· The Medical College Admis- - -the graduate Management Adsions Test is an.all day test run- missions Test, hoping to join
University Convocation
ning from 8:00 a.m. to 5 or 6:00· the r.anks of the 50,000 plus
p.m. It is required by almost all MBA's in the business commedical schools. According · to munity. The GMAT claims to
.Medical School Admission Re- measure certain 'mental
quirements the ·MCAT is "An · capabilities" necessary to sucpie.n t of the distinguished alum- · from T.S. Eliot to Richard objec.tfve measure of specified cess in business school. Until
by David Weber
'
science knowledge and its ap- recently, GMAT scores were
· John Douglas Seelye, pro- nus ·~ward . from Claremont Poirier:
Mr. Eliot allowed that he plication."
not considered a very_ imporfessor of American literature Graduate School in 1980.
Professor Seelye has·publish- didn't know of any ending that
and American Studies at the
University of North Carolina: at ed . extensively in liis already was better than Mark Twain's
Cl!apel · Hill, and · visiting Phi. distinguished ciµ"eer. Among ·ending, and Mr. Trilling said it;
Ohe commentator said, "The use of the GRE is
Beta Kappa lecturer, will speak his publications are Prophetic was fit that I should finish up
essentially
an act of faith."
this Tuesday, Oct. 2_0 in a Waters: _The River in Early where I started out, only a thouUniversjty Convocation at American Life and Literature, sand miles south. .. Well, there
Mark Twain · in the Movies: A was this cricket named Mr.
11:10 a.m. in the Cluipel..
Mr. Seelye, whi;, was born in Mediation · with Pictures, Henry Seidel Canby, and he got . · But two New York medical tant factor in business school
Hartfont,Connectieut in· 1931, ·Mel~lle: the Ironic Diagram, hoppin mad. He said that there ~c:hool _p_rofessors re1rently . admission, but a surge in ap·
ending worse •ffiah- observed, "There is no evidence plications . seeins to have lent
received - his B.A. ·in English · and, two novels, The Kid _and wain 'i'
that ending, and that Mark to our knowledge, that admisthem more clout in the selection
Twain ought to be shot for ·sion test scores, grade point process.
writing it, but he .had · died averages,- or national medical
One~ again, an ETS study
anyway, so noQ_ody taok him lip scores are reliable predictors of concluded that .success in the
on it.
the quality of clinical · perfor~ real world of business bears little or no relation to success in
Huck, sensitive to the inany mance by medical graduates."
charges that Twain's novel has· The most common criticism
the limited scope of the first
a ·weak ending and that the . leveled at the MCAT is that it year at business school. Many
claim that the skills the test atnovel's
episodes
lack is biased in favor of scientists
tempts to-measure are not skills
.c ohesiveness, decides to ·tell a and researchers rather than
essential to success in business.
clifferent st9ry. In the book's clinic;;ians. In fact, the "Journal
continued on page 4
conclusion, he cuts ·out the of Medical Education" recently
romantic intrigue contrived by . . - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ,
Tom Sawyer for Jim's escape
and instead allows Jim to die in
· flight from white-pursuers. The
novel ends with Huck bitter
by Andy Hazucha
the end of second term, when
_a nd lonely, riow bereft of the onOver forty unauthorized lQng- the Lawrence University acly friend lie ever had.distance teJephone , calls were count was sent a bill for a porThe critics' approving commade by London C.eri ter tion of the calls. Wrolstad in. men~s· about Seelye's. innova-. students during the second formed Dean Lauter, who in
tion were indeed overwhelming.
term of last year in apparent at- · turn called Mr. LaRocque dur·t empts at defrauding the inter· ing Spring break between terms
Aaron .lfiefder, for instance,
himself . ·one of Huck's
national phone system. ·All of 11 and fll. LaRocque called a
"crickets','.' wrote that Seelye
these calls originated in the meeting for all third term Lon· had "with great discretion and
Uni tep Kingdom and were don Cen~er students on Sunintegrity"
recovered
received d·irectly by the day, April 5, the day before
"that ... better book" which
Lawrence switchboard operator. term III classes . were due to
"other American novelists'.'
According to Professor Jules begin. It was at that 111eeting
believed.,is buried "in Twain's
LaRocque, last year's director that he informed the students
marvelous book" John Deck, in
of the London Study Center, of the University's knowledge
the majorty of the calls · ap- of the fraudulent calls, warning
the New York Times Book
Review,
wrote
.
that
True
parently
were made within the them of the consequences of
- .PROFESSOR JOHN· SEEL YE
A,dventures is a -"genuine tour Center itself, D11rwin Lodge, or any further attempts to defraud
from Weslyan University in Dirty Tricks. During the pas~ de force" which ''.is funny., ·e lse originated from phone the system. No other -calls were
booths within walking distance billed to the Lawrence account
1953 b,efore attending Clare- ten years, he . has had some ribald and an entirely perof the Center. The calls were after April 5.
moot GrlJ,duate school wh~re he seventy reviews and essay suasive piece of work; utterly
to the original and
charged to--a bogus credit card
Last Mond!ly Mr. Wrolstad
earned his M.A in English in reviews in American Literature, faithful both
1
numoer and were dialed in- circulated a memorandum to all
1956 and his .Ph.D. in American the New Republic, Times to Twain himself."
Professor Seelye, who is an directiy to dormitories and
continu ed on page 4
literature in 196L A professor Literary Suppliment and The
fraternity houses on campus
at Chapel Hill sinee 1974 where New York Times Book Review. authority on the river in
through the university swithe w:as chosen the alumni
Perhaps- Professor Seelye's American life and literature, is
distinguished· Professor in . most unusual book, and the one presently working o; a sequel chboard.
The first known call made by
• 197:7, Mr. Sl;lelye was a member that has received ,the most ac- to Prophetic Waters, the se- .
. ·of the faculty ru; the University claim, is The True Adventure of cond in a projected sei:ies of . the fraudul~nt method occurred
of Connecticut from 1966 to Huckleberry Finn. In.this work, three volumes dealing with that .on January 22, 1981 and the
last took place on March 9.
1974, and from 1968 to 1973, Mr. Seelye attempts to unders- subject.
The title of Professor-Seelye's There were forty-three calls in
was a faculty associate of the tand Mark Twain's The AdvenMunson Institute of American tures of Huckleberry Finn by address is "What.'s In a Name'' ·all, ranging in duration from
Mari~e History, Mystic, Con- rewr-iting it under the pressure Sounding the Depths of Tom three minutes · to fifty-eight
necticut. He has l>een a, visiting . of the . body of criticism that Sawyer.'' He will be available at ·· minutes. The total charge ·came
lecturer at. such places as the , already exists about the bo?k. 3:00 p.m. in the 1857 Alumni· to ju~t over $ll00.
Mar
Wrolstad,
ViceUniversity of California- Seelye begins with an amusu~g Room· in Main Hall to. answer
Berkely, the College of William - introduction purporte~ly wnt- questions and discuss his con- President for Business Affairs,
notice of' the calls at.
LONDON CALLING
,
Mary, and Princeton - ten by Huck, sur~~y1~g th~; vocation with students ~nd received
faculty.
"
·
and was the reci- what . Huck calls Cricket~.

quately solve certain puzzles on GRE. They are required by
by Terry Moran
Beginning this fall and conti- one morning of their lives, their almost. all . accredited profesnuing .t hroughout the year, p.ost-graduate possibilities may sional and graduate schools.
seniors here at Lawrence will be severely limited. Questions . Who developes and scores them.
join over 500,000 other arise in anxiety and ange~how and just how they ara,ilused are
students across the co_untry in a are these tests to be used? -Why issues shrouded . in, mystery.
wierd, · nerve-wracking ritual. are they necessary? Isn't there .Admissions officers and ·testing
They will sit still for three to another way to ~airly evaluate a officials tend · to play down
. 'nine hours on selected Satur- student's potential?
potential abuses and point out
The debate over standardized that- each test has been
days and .sweat out an ordeal
that could determine the course tests has intensified over tlie '' psychometrically'' designed
of each of-their Jives. October is · past decade. But while activist for each particular profession or
here and thus the season of the groups· and scholarly commit- discipline. Many doubt the acpost:graduate qualifying stan- tees haggle over pros and coils curacy of such designs.
dardized tests has begun again. and alternatives, students face
The Law School Admission
For ·many, these tests are ' a the same prospects of inac- Test, required for admission at
frustrating trap-after working curacy and abuse each year.
every accr:edited iaw school in
hard and aehieving for four. Disputed Claims of Accuracy
the ·U.S., has been the focus of
·years at college students are · F<>Ur major tests are given · JilOSt of the criticism of post
suddenly fac~d with the sever.al times each year: the graduate. standardized testing
possibility that unle-ss they ade- LSAT, MCAT, GMAT and Pe_ter Liacouras, the Dean of

Seelye to sift through Sawyer
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B.0.S~ challenges miscoricepti

To the Editors,
WHO DO YOU THINK
B.O.S. IS? B.O.S., for those unfamiliar with the group, is
Lawrence University's Black
Organization of Students-.
Negative connotations and bad
vibes from previous versions of
the org<:8niza tion here at
. Lawrenf:e still linger in the
minds of some upperclassmen
and faculty members. Like
other universities, Lawrence
has had integration problems.
In the early '70's, the lack of interracial exposure by both the
Lawrence community and the
black students resulted in
uneasy .feelings . Today, racial
friction at Lawrence has
diminished.
I think that the black community has been misrepresented here in the past.
Last February I requested a
classmate to attend a B.0.S.
social · event. His reaction
David Lawson is right.
When you co me to t he column on the f9llowing page topped by a pie- , reflected a -mixture of anguish
tu re of an Oscar Madison manque and attributed to one "Robusti, " you'd
and fear, He told me during his
do best to pay a little extra attention: it contai ns a number of ideas pertifreshman year (1978) he had at-

And O'er the Fo~ we go

nen t to all of u s still enj oy ing - or combating - the ungraspalile, s upercharged years of undergraduate life.
Two years ago, after having b een informed for the nth time that I had
either a) just completed, orb) was just entering t he best years of my life,
the outlook wasn't particularly brilliant. After a ll. t he best years had.been
plagu ed by every pubescent cliche ever portrayed on The Brady Bunch,
a nd t he best years future seemed to be severely limited - both in le~gth
and in t he scope which I had provided m yself.
.
. As is too often to the case, Lawrence became the gen erator of all my
misery as well as the victim of my retribution. The university was. in the
Jaded opm10n of one who h ad already received his high school diploma, a
dea d end. Lawrence was too small; it was poorly located; the facilities,
recre~t10 nal and ed ucationa l, were inadequate: tl:te student body was. too
fam1har: classes were ill-conceived a nd poorly conducted. The complaints
are too well known.
·
Neither is this to say, however. that they were wholly invalid. There
was at lea s t a grain of truth to each indictment, if not a harvest. The' comp!amts_ wern. however. unnecessary: especially in light of the common
d1s mchnat10n to resolve t hem . Despite denials of com munity , Lawrentian s :
are bound by experience - if not by' the sent imental tear s hed at the
remembrance of Old Main Hall. Our brotherhood, however, needn 't and indeed. s houldn 't, be predicated merfl ly upon our di scontent.
.
1 musl admit, at t hi s point, that this argument seems rather s urprismg to 1~yself. Like Dave Lawson and so many others. I'm com ing around
after a long penod of u_ncer tain ty and ambivalence, " during which 1 often
co nt~mplated transferrmg - as Dave did during t he year 1980-81 - to the
mev1tably grnener ivy of the tower nexl door. Unlike Dave, however, my
ow n s peculation never born the threat of reality. Complaining about
Lawrence was much too eni oyab le. a nd remaining was much too comfortable.
·
·
. H erein lies a vast amount of the dilemma: decision and opinion are
s imply _too often ~ased upon uncertainty and confusion. In order to be
honest m thi s particu lar criticism. one must either feel st rongly enou gh to
extricate h1m sel_f from t he accu sed restraints, or to accept the· university
on the term s ongmally eslabished, yet u sually overlooked or forgotten.
In com111g here, all of u s realized the consequences of matriculation,
and - .save th?se who arrived through nothin g but absolute in er tia _
presumably behev~d that Lawrence offered at least enou g h attraction·s t
warrant o~r deposits. From this poin t it is incumbent upon the individua~
to ·th
forge hi s own college
experi ence · best years or not · 1'he u01ver
·
· 1s
·
.
s1ty
net er a recreation nor a cloister. It provides t he student ·th th
resources for self-enha ncement and a ll but unlimited gr th
wt
e
. But before David Busse offers me a job scribblingobwlu ·b ·
d ·
s1ons p
d
Id . ·
r s m a mis.
ropagan a, I wou )Ik e to touch back witb reality Even th
d1~-hard s upporter would be strapped to work up much
th . e most
ramy Monday, with the Foremost Com an
.
n . us1asm on a
stenc h into t he air and a lecture loomi:g
~~:!~nsga:t~ sort of toxic
best yea r s of our lives have a few bad da
·- Y, but even the
I
ys.
n s um , Lawrence University does what it claim
d ..
people the opportunity a,nd the tools to exper ime n: !~d ~· I~ offers/~mg
not cla_1m to catapult you int.o the job market· it d
o ea rn . t. oes
dazzling socia l or cosmopolitan atmosph
L,
oes claim to provide a
are willing to take from it This ca
I er~. awrenc~ offers only what we
Perhaps f 'd better go ·learn th;
~:;ee;ythmg imaginable.
•
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tended a B.0.S. production and ·· mixed blood for accep
heard how heartless and cruel ·-opportunity. We llJ'e
whites are to blacks. He also which is American, and
referred to B.O.S. as a group of proud of it. I strongly fj
radicals and racists! People communication can hr
who kept themselves separated racial barriers and p
from other Lawrentians . understanding · not for
Preservation
of
these Lawrence but the coun
misconceptions must be well.
cleared. I assured him this is
Belo'!\' is a list of th~
not the group he once knew.
officers. If you have any
B.O.S. revised its constitu- tiuns or comments -feel
tion in the fall term of 1980. Our write or ask- anyone- w
objective is to represent the assist you.
Derrick De
black community. EnhanceBlack-Organiza
ment of the black culture is not
. Stu
for blacks alone. We are trying
Vice-Pr
to promote an aura of pride
Denise ~ills, Junior, Sag
among white Americans
towards black Americans for President
Derrick DeWalt, Junior,
our contributions to America 's
302, Vice-President
history. In general, we want to
Jan Saunders, Sophom
achieve an honest and healthy
view of the Black. I have been Sage 403, Secretary
Tracy Wilson, · Sophomoo,
approached by many who· ask
Ormsby pit, No. 18 LUOC
why · the gr~at emphasis on
Repre1;,entative
'
Black.
Kevin B Clair, Sophomore,
-For over two centuries it was
disgusting to say 'Tm Black," ' Trever 321, Public Affairs Coorand many had to falsely claim dinator

Annex: alum pushes for llction

address .forms to let the alumni.
To~~~
·office know where I am and of
. Nearly one year has passed dividual departments.
since the issue of razing the Art
Aside from the art depart- course the expected request for
Annex made Lawrentian ment's vested interest in the contributions. Interestingly, I
headlines. The purpose Gf this preservation of the Annex, or asked Mr."_W rolstad last year if
letter is to insure that this issue {ts relocation, is the Lawrence alumni can request to have con·
not be allowed to rest quietly community's interest in the tributions slotted for particular
due to the short memories of process of long term decision programs or expenditures i.e., if
students or to a strategically making, done by the ad- I sent .rµoney as an alum to be
forgetful administration.
ministration, that affects the contributed toward an Anne»
Last year it was discovered quality of life and education at renovation project would it go
that the Annex buildiig was the University. Students toward such a fund? Unfor,
due to be razed during the sum- should be allowed to review. tunately no, he told me. Not
mer of _ 1981 as part of a many of these decisions just as unless it was such an enormous
previous development plan to they assess the teaching perfor; amount of moner, as to actually
create "green space", a plan mance of their professors -0r in- be enough to build a new strucmade several years ago. The terview prospective professors ture. Currently I aln more verAnnex, formerly the ROTC who are applying for positions bally than financi~llY. solyent
building on campus, was "lent" at the school. Granted a and Lawrence is still fresh"in
to the art department to use as physical structure has to'·be ~y mind. N eedle~s to say, (or is
studio space. Consequently, the measured by different criteria. 1t?) I'm wondering whether or
building has n 0 t only become However, students must be in- not my _input as an alum will
an asset to the art department t~rested . in maintaining an -ac- be any more effective than it
but also has attracted prospec- tive v01ce coi;icerning issues was as a~ student. My advice:
tive· students to Lawrence as a that affect them now and the Take action but be circumspect.
unique part of the school's art University later.
.The Art Annex issue should not
facility. As I interpret the deciMy perspective- is probabiy be forgotten nor should
sions made .thus far only the unusual, writing as a new political action be ekcluded
date of demolition has been alum. Naturally, the- school from your involvement at
postponed. The razing of the lost no _time in sending me op- Lawrence. Taking interest and
Annex is probably inevitable. t!mistic letters of congratula- affecting change is much easier
The postponement was due to t1ons for graduating from at a place like Lawrence than in
effective petitioning among La~ence,. letters requesting the greater arenas of this world.
students and faculty and the my mput mto alumni relations 'fake advantage of the recourse
thorough coverage of the issue- committees; special programs, you do have.
by the Lawrentian. As .a result etc., ·postage pre-paid new~PAL~1ELA ARNOI.J?, 1981
an LUCC ad hoc committee was
~stablis~ed to deal with the
issue this year. This previous
intere~t is testimony to the importance of pursuing the Art
If the matter cannot be resolvAnnex issue to its end.
To the Editor,
Every Lawrentian is ex- ed, or complications arise, it
Preservation of the Annex in
its present structure 'or pected to live and act according may be brought before the
tra~splanted to another to the Constitution and by-laws J-Board by filing a complaint
equ1:valent situation, is not ex- ~f the LUCC. These regulations petition with the Dean of Cam·
clusively of -interest to art are published in the Student pus Life. All complaints are
students, There are reasons for Handbook. Any non-academic handled per LUCC procedure
the w~ole Lawrence community violations of these guidelines (p. 54 of Student Handbook),
t? be interested and to, take ac- are handled by the Judicial All proceedings of J-Board are
twn. .Foremost, of course, is Board (J-Board).
strictly confidential.
tha_t. the Annex is a necessary
The J-Board is a group of
The J-Board is made up of six
· facility . for painting classes. student members, two alter- rour ·peers whose- sole purpose
W ·o~cester Art Center isn 't nates, ·and a non-voting faculty 1~ to protect y~mr stu<tent
eqmpped to hold painting. advisor (Dean of Campus Life) . . r!ghts. If you have
ques- •
studios. There isn't the space. T~e J-Board serves · as an un- tions concerning its procedure&
t?ere. The proposed relocation -biased body to hear cases of and functions, contact . any
site, ~he basement of Colman student conduct violations. The board members or the Office qf
Hall, IS a completely unsatisfac- Board determines the in- Campus Life.
tory alternative. Both lighting n?cence or guilt of the accused
Sincereiy,
~nd ventilation· problems make ' v10lator and any sanctions that
. Chairman: Brian G
it unfeasible for artistic and are to be rendered.
Advisor: Dean Ap
h:ealth -reasons. Lawrence is in-·
If a ~on~_c t arises involving a
Elizabeth
~1mate enough thatr such special poten~1al v10lation of one's stu:
Mari
~nterest issu~ are community dent rights, the parties concernCarolya
i~s~es. Thus, no issue has to be ed ishould attempt to resolve
Charles
. limited· to the grapevine of in· the problem among themselves.
Ells

J-Boa'.r d defined

any
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Coffeehouse ne_e ds help
To the Lawrence Community:
Differen~ from a crowded
cam~s party Ol' the noisy Vik·
-ing Room; less formal than a
concert, recital or theatricaf
event; the Coffeehouse is a uni·
que entert~e.nt option.
This facility welcomes both
professional and . student ,acts
on 'its stage. By' doing so, it is
able to satisfy a diversity of
tastes as well as provide an op·
portunity for students to express themselves in an informal .
setting. The Coff~house sup·
plies a - rel~ed atmosphere,
complete with candle light,
tables and" home . baked
refreshments.
It possesses great flexibility
in 'being an alternative form of
entertainment on campus. · In the past, however, the flex·
ibility of this establishment has
by no -means been carried to its
fullest extent.·The major short·
comings in its administration
have been the limited variety of
ac;ts OJ?, the stage, aµd the lack
of coordination between the
house, the performances and
the atmosphere.
· we want our Sunday evening'

Coffeehouses to be coordinated . To our performance reperevents instead of disjointed toire we want to add such
things as magic, mime, comedy,
happenings.
Our idea is to create a kind of drama and poetry reading.
"night club" atmosphere in our -Along with acoustical folk
facility. In order to do so, music we want . jazz and
'changes and improvements classical music-musical com·
must take place in all aspects of bos, groups and solos of all
our operation.
.
· kinds. We .want creative, imWe need interest, input, en- aginative expression on our
stage.
thusiasm.
This letter is a request for en·
First of all, we need help in
the form of bakers and workers. thusiasm. Performers, workers,
Rather than having to leave mural designers, painters
your seat to partake in the kit- and bakers are needed to make
chen treats or to -_grab .a beer ·the new.ideas work. Get· an act
from the Viking· Room, we together for "Comedy Night.' ;...
would like to provide Submit a mural design . . Earn
refreshments by means of some tips as a waiter or
waiters and waitresses. This waitress. Help build an "edible
idea eliminates disruption for sculpture.'' Let us know or
both audience and perform·e rs, ideas you have concerning our
and adds to the "club" at- facility. Give us your energy!
We need you. Our meetings
mosphere.
In terms of the Coffeehouse happen on Tuesdays at 5:30 in
room itself, we want to ''.class- Downer's Green Room. For
up" the ~terior by repainting it: more information, for submit·
with an appropriate and more ting ·mural designs, and for
unified design. The outer facili- booking performances, contact
ty (the kitchen and entrance Ann in 403 Brokaw, extension
area) will be decorated with stu- 6875.
THANKS!
dent designed and painted
-ANN KOHL
murals.

Middle East: sick with ·religion?
'To the Lawrence Community:
. Anwar Sadat ,died -from a
~d brain-fever;·he was a think·
~g man in a region of unfhink·
mg men. He. was a · humanist
am~n~ religious fanaticspoh tical
and
Civilian.
He was a man willing to compromise for peace among men
who would kill before com·
promising a pril).ciple-and
often · do. He thought beyond
the let~r of religious dogma to
th~ SJ?1!1t of religious faith; un·
~ g religious fever killed
I

,

.

~~e odious mixture of
~on and politics is the Midast's sickn,ess. · Of cqurse,
every_ border conflict is fought
tenaciously. "with God on our
side" (whosoever we may be),

Every diviation from the holy presumably to save Zion.
prejudice is a departure from Moslems saw no reciproc;ity for
God's side to cavort with Sadat's sacrifice !of religious
Satan. From this view, Sadat's principle. Consequently, funsearch for peace was a flirtation damentalism has gained much
support in Egypt while the supwith the Devil.
Sadat sought to save lives in. port for the peace efforts has
the secular world rather than lessened.
In an area sick with religion
seeking religious puri_ty (separaSadat
pursued the humanistic
tion from ancf rejection of
Jewry) to serve a religious con- goal of ending holy wars. In
cept. In the eyes of Moslem fun- truth, Sadat served the spirit of
damentalists, he served man religion; Christ, Mohammed,
rather than God-a great Socrates and Buddha all said
sacrifice · of principle. Sadly, it the same thing: Love God and
was Begin who ·made Sadat's your neighbor. Sadat tried it
experiment a virtual failure by and was scorned. by his Arab
rationalizing -Israeli expan- neighbors, discreclited by his
sionism on religious principles; Jewish neighbor. And so the
. and bombing Beirut (killing 400 Mid-East takes anothe step
backward toward killing people
civilians vs.. · s Israeli -·to
prove one's love for .·God.
homesteaders killed); and bornOver Sadat's dead body .
. bing a Lebanese power plant,
..
-TEDFRANTI

I
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skinner foiled; Matheus m8tc~ed

News in Briefs

·

CAIRO-Egypt announced tough ne~ measu~es against
Islamic extremists Monday and won a strong Umtes States
pledge of support on the eve of a national referendum to endorse
Hosni Mubarak as the successor to slain President Anwar
Sadat. Sec;retary of State Alexander Haig promis_ed the U.S.
will move swiftly to ensure -Middle East security through
stepped-up aid and an increased military presence.

•* -*

CAIRO-Sudanese President Gaarar-Nimeiri said Monday
that he would train about 100,000 Sudanese workers-living in
Libya for guerrilla warfare against the regime of Moammar
Khadafy and justified the intention as " active defense" against,
Libyan attacks and subversion in Sudan. He expressed hopes in
an interview that the U.S. Congress would vote sorely needed
military and economic aid to his country.

***

MO$COW-This year's Soviet grain harvest, hit by dry h_ot
weather, may be less than 170 million m~tric tons, Soviet
agricultural sources said Monday. That figure is at least 5
million metric tons less than the latest U.S. Department of
Agriculture estimate. .

The shalli continiie·s

***

LAS VEGAS, Nev.-Si~ger Wayne Newton ·was offered
police protection_ following reports that he was the target of _a
mob murder contract, but he opted instead for his own specially
trained bodyguards,. authorities said Monday.

***

SAN FRANCISCO-A new drug that was isolated from a
fungus may significantly increase the success rate of organ
transplants and enable surgeons to replace organs they cou ldn't
transplant before, according to a panel ~f _medical researchers.

**-*

-

***

'.

/
Dear Editor, .
ceµing wp.ich had"been
. ·
,.
In the last Lawren~ian Tom To the Editors: .
since the program's·
I read with ind1gnat10n Chris
Skinner wrote an article com·
19'66. •Not surprisin'
Matheus
'
article
from
.
last
_plaining about the soccer teams
GSL program has gro
's
L·
a
wrentian
entitled,
lack of support. He also men· wee k
(.)
alarming rate during
tioned the fencing t~am. w_ e "Reaganomics (sic) cut ~1c
three years.
deeply
into
studentloan
pro·would like to· correct him ?n ~s ,
The article's writer
gram.
,•
The
piece
is
full
of
gross
large errors. First, F,encmg 1,~
mention of these fact$,
misrepresentations of fact .and
co-ed, not a "womens sport.
have done - so_ would
In fact, there are more. men mindless conjectures on the
sabotaged . _his already
fencers then . women. s~.cond, part of the writer. . · "
The article begms \
For argument agains~ the p ,
Fencing is not a
low·
revisions. The J;teagan
participation" sport. The two many years the federal govern·
beginning classes are full · 42 ment has provided _colle?e _ ministration's decision
reinstate a family ipceme
students in all . and some who students in need of fmanc1al
wished to take the class had to assistance with the Guaranteed ing for loan e}igibility
be turned down. -The fencing "Student. Loan Program."· This laudable one. Far from be·
team has six men and three is certainly true. However, attempt to divert funds
women and expects to increase since 1978, the federal govern· from education and into
·in size by the addition of ~ent has also been providing missile production (as
students presently attendin?" or students in no need of financial writer implies), the 6SL
having completed the begmn· assistance with the opportunity ·gram ·revisions serve to
ing classes. Nine people may to borrow money interest-free fiscal sanity back into the.
no1, seem to be large, but a fen~- and invest it in intere st-be¢ng ITTam in the most equitable
ing squad in collegiate compet1· financial instruments. In 1978, possible.
Sincerely, ,
tion consists of three fencers. Congress, in a fit of fi~cal · ir-DAVIDBRO
All national fencing is done on re$ponsibility, lifted the mcome
_an individual basis. Third,
· tho-µgh Mary Poulson does FromPage ·l
· coach the fencing team, most of
her time is spent coaching the
tennis team. We have two other
coaches who drive a good
Finally, the Graduate Record but - · in .the. professtons
di -s-tance to work with us and to
· t·ron - tak en b Y over themselves. Dean Liacouras of
whom we are greatly indebted. E xamma
- 1e each year Temple Univ.· ersity asserts that
They are Russ J _o hnson and Jim 300 , 000 peop
Bremer. Russ, who is our head evaluates candidates in three "Even law ·tirms interviewing
coach; can only drive the areas-verbal, qualitative and · senior law students for jobs
distance for one of our two analytic. The G RE is infamous- began asking· the- student, who
weekly practices. We would like ly bad at predicting success_in. -completed three years of law·
to - irivite Mr. Skinner and graduate school; one commen- school with academic- honors,
anyone·else who wishes to learn tator said " The use of the GRE what score he or she received on
more about fencing to come to a is essentially an act of faith."_ the LSAT which was -taken
team pr_actice - Wed ./Thurs . Yet m~re and m?re the G~~,E is before entering faw school."
6:15-8 :15
or
a
_begin- _ becommgacruc1?lfactormad. Whatcanbedone?
_
ning ~ class Tues. /Thurs . mission to graduate school.
Considering these abuses and
9:50-11 or 11 :10-12:20.
Abuses of'the tests
the inacctircy of the - tests,
,.
Mary Kirk
The greatest danger O! the~e what can students do t0_defend
Bob Tobey standardized tests lies not in themselves from post graduate
Bob Shultis their inaccuracy at predicting entr!!pment? ,Not much, . apIsmail Sababi' success . in graduate schools or parently. But since prepping
Richard Price professions, or even in their em· and ·practice aid success on. the
Catherin!\ Pfeifer phasis on academic qualities tests, test-taking courses and
Qlayton Fink rather than personal ones, but books and other aids will proPeter Derlak rather in the abuse of them by bably help .to raise scores.
- Christine Pasko understaffed admissions Beyond that, perhaps only an
counsellors.
informed anger anp. a c@ncerted
It has been reported -that effort to enter into- the debate
Georgetown Law-School, whicli -on the standardized tests will
receives 7000 applications each save future candidates from the
year, has two full time admis- vicious circle of these tests.
sions officers. Similar situaJames- Fallows summed up
tions exist at. many professional _ the obje~tions to -the tests and
and graduate schools 'across the the other criteria for-admission
restores my basic faith in
country. Faced with this dilem~ to gr~!fuate schools in a recent
humanity. "
ma, many admissions officers edition of the Washington Mon· .
The question Mr. LaRocque
use the standardized tests as 1thly, "If we still make
is most concerned with,
the major factor in the selection judgments and exercise
however, is why the calls were
process, establishing -arbitrary· discrimination-as .
we
carried.- to such a malicious excutoff scores and making final should-it should be on stan·
treme. If a person wittingly rips
decisions on the basis of scores. dards that do ·justice to the
off the system for . a few
'.fhe .ETS its~lf claims
stan- range of talents \ve want
- minutes, he explained, lie or she
dard deviatiori of plus or minus ultimately to-reward." Solving
probably believes that they will
60 on the tests, but-Schools in- "psychometrically' desjgnecfin·
never be caught. Wheh - that
sist on making decisions bas ed tellectl\~l puzzles doesn't-reveal
same _persqn talks for close to
on variations much less - than the human characteristics
an hour, he added, it must be
that deviation.
_
which we should value and dewith some malice and at least a
Other abuses ·of the t~st ex-- mand in the professions.
certain knowledge that .evenist not merely in the schools , ( tually some authority will
discover his or her intentions.
What. disturbs LaRocque _ is
that some of the longer calls
were probably made by
repea~ed offenders who seemed
to enjoy defrauding the system.
If all the calls are not voluhtaril}'. paid by Nov.ember 1, the
unpmd amount will be prorated
Hwy. 47 South of Valley Fairout and billed ot each ~tudent
who attended the London
Center 1st winter. If this sho1:1ld occur, the entire matter may be
refer red to the Judicial , Board
for review and action . Both-Mr.
Wrolstad and Mr. LaRocque
hope th&t it will not be
3:30. 7:30
necessary to involve J-Boaf d
a~~ th~t everyone who par'.
t1c1pated in the matter
however , innocent- their inten'.
tions may have been, agree to
pay for t~eir calls . . As Mr.
LaRocque explained ,' .all
Where·You Want To Ta'k.e That Someone
anybody asks 0f the parSpecj:al; or-Just For a Good Time
ti~ipants is that they be honest
with them11elves.

WASH-IN GTON-Former Pr~sident Jimmy Carter, saying
the Reagan administration shou_ld play a stronger role in the
Middle East, said Monday he woul<;l lobby senators in support
of the sale of A WACS planes to Saudi Arabia, Carter and his
wife are on their first planned visit here since leaving the White House almost nine months ago.
Q
U.S. Senate Majority leader Howard Baker has a limp. And
bandages. And a crutch. }le fell during a weekend tennis match;
pulling and possibly tearing some cartilage in ·a knee.- But he
won the point, an aide assured.

FrolTJ. page one

-London calls Lawren·c e· _collect
second term London Center responsible. Since then, Mr.
students of last year, urging Wrolstad said, about half of the
t he people who made the calls in · calls have been accounted for.
question to voluntarily pay the He added wryly, "The results
amount for which they are h?ve been reassuring .. this
Date
122
- 123
123
123
123
123
123
127
128
201
201
201
203
203
203
203
206
206
208
209
213
215
215
217
217
218
218
218
218
218
219
221
221
225
226
226
227

Urigin
of call
UK
UK
UK
UK
UK
UK
UK
UK
UK
UK
UK
UK
UK
UK· UK
UK
UK
UK
UK
UK
UK
UK
UK
UK
UK
UK
UK
UK
UK
UK
UK
UK
UK
UK
UK
UK
UK

Charge
7 50 1200A
39 30 1200A
5 70 1200A
20 10 1200A
5 70 120QA
5 70 .1200A
5 70 1200A
33 00 1200A
4 25 i200A
4 25 1200A
4 25 1200A
6 7':t 1200A
20 10 1200A
4 25 1200A
55 50 lQOOA
2650 1200A
84 10 1200A
26 75 1200A
40 50 1200A
570 1200A
3825 . 1200A
54 65 1200A
57 05 .1200A
5 70 1200A
56 85 1200A
13 45 1200A
570 1200A
61 85 1200A
6 65 1200A
4 25 1200K
33 05 1200A
7 85 1200A
61 85 1200A
33 05 1200A
16 55 1200A
8 80 · 1200A
90 95 -1200A

Minutes
3
24
3
12

3

3
3
26
3
3
3
5
12
3
44
16
52
21
32
3
24
45
47
3
36
8
3
51
5.
3
27
6
51
27
10
5
' 58

1
4P
45
45
45
4S
45
45
45
45
' 45
45
45
45
45
45
45
45
45 --,
45
45
· 45
45
45
4S
45
45
4S
4S
45
45
45
45
4S
4S
45
45
45

! ! g Jl l!!!l ;l l
308
309

UK
UK

49 85
50 65

1200A
1200A

41,
32
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HitJle a.s dean: "A different perspective"
by Paul Smith
In a recent interview, Professor Michael J. Hittle, cilrrently in his sec.9nd year as
Dean of the Lawrence faculty,
shared his views on &'variety of
topics, including his present

areas: curricular, personel,
budget, and miscellaneous. As
ex officio chairman of the committee on instruction and the
secretary of the committee on
academic planning, the Dean of
the Fa<;"\}lty works closely with

DEAN MICHAEL_HITTLE

Ph otl ,: Ari,,f

responsibilities in Sampson · instructors to shape the diverse
House, the liberal arts academic curriculum which has
challenge, and student-faculty traditionally been a "Lawr'ilnce
relations.
difference.''
The articulate and dynamic
Dean Hittle also · concerns
Professof of History explained himself with aspects of per-·
his job in terms of four basic sonel: appointing new faculty

members, granting tenure to
With this · keen · eye for visory handbook designed to inexperienced faculty members, students' concerns, Hittle has form and remind instructors of
and even .re~ruiting operations observed markedly different at- their obligations "'t o students,
and planning. In addition, Hit- titudes over · the past two Conversely, said Hittle, "the
tle confronts budget matters decades. He has viewed the students should be prepared to
pertaining to instructions: radical shift from the socially take more initiative in selecting
securing grants through the alert "moralistic generation" of their courses and meeting with
Sloan Foundation for the public the late 1960's and early 70's to their advisors."
Finally, Hittle discussed the
policy program and the Mellon the more serious career oriented
Foundation for the humanities. student of the 1980's. Hittle future of L'awrence and in a
Finally, he must deal with an believes that students of the sense the future of our society,
array of ·other issues regarding 80's are "still concerned with Despite .discomforting news
academic affairs, the board of ·the world around them; but the about demographic studies and
trustees and faculty research lack of a major national conflict Reaganomics, Dean Hittle
grants just to name a few.
and a growing attitude of con- . -believes that liberal arts are on
When asked .about the role of ,servativism have contributed their way back.' He stated
research here at Lawrence,. par- to students' desires to work "more jobs today require peoticularly with regards to a facul- within social norms and conven- ple who haven 't been trained
but educated; Lawrence
ty whose primary responsibility tions."
1
is to teach, Hittle replied, "It is
One issue__discussed at some educates individuals for life."
in the nature of the job. length last year by both Further, Hittle is reasonably
Research keeps the faculty
students and- faculty was certain that we have the
plant,
renewed and ultimately con- student-faculty relations and tools-diversity,
tributes to the quality of specifically, faculty advising, finances, faculty-to not only
undergraduate study; however,
As Dean of the Faculty, Pro- survive but excel.
In the comfortable surrounit is a question of balance. " ·
fessor Hittle commented that
Although Dean Hittle is "the present advising system is dings of Sampson House, it is
primarily concerned with adbasically good because it is clear that Dean Hittle views
ministrative: dutie·s, he feels
designed to put the ultimate this institution in a slightly dif. that he has not lost valuable responsibility in the hands of ferent, perhaps more complex,
light than he did from the
contact with students. Formal the students."
gz:ievances and informal adTo further improve this classroom. According to Hittle;
vi~ory meetings are obvious' system, the administration has the job "gives you a different
ways through which students'
taken two important steps. p~rspective on institutions and
needs come to the Dean's attenFirst, it has facilitated an easy society. " Certainly, the man
tion.
way to resolve the inevitable behind the desk is un"personality conflict" between mistakably confident about
advisor and advisee; a student , this institution 's ability to comcan now request a change of ad- pete with other liberal arts col- .
visor without the signature of leges of academic excellence in
the decade ahead-its students
his previous advisor.
Second, it has compiled and and faculty are the real difdistributed to the faculty an ad- ference.

ThriLad31 of the house:
Frats running to mother?'
\

!,y Dave Blowers
and purpose of Rush (as certain' be made to bolster those houses
One essential difficulty in · techniques which will aid suffering from failing member·
ship. If a house were · to go
smaller houses)
writing about the fraternity
system is the disparate percep· ·
3) Decreasing intentional under ,' it · would probably
tions held by various members
damages (stricter penalties for undergo a two year grace pJriod
and then re-emerge. "Never·
and sectors of, the Lawrence such action)
4) Re-establishing scholar- theless," Hean Hyde emphasizcommunity. These perceptions
ship as an important fact of ed, "we won't let any organizarange from . · little or no
Fraternity Life (minimum_ tion go under without doing
understanding to a somewhat
more informed, and not · G.P.A. of 2.0 for pledging and everything possible to save
initiation).
them."
·necessarily predetermined
Hyde gave special mention to . - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ,
view. ·The
'·'perception
the area of damages (see data).
problem" is just one. of th~
"There is no excuse for this
many areas intended to be adamount of danger to occur," she
dressed this year by the Office
said. Yet with a more cohesive
of Campus Life, lntrafra~rnity
communication process the inCouncil (I.F.C.), and the six Na·
dividual houses can be assured
tional Fraternities. Their objecof accurate billing and prompt
tive is to build a strong fraternirepa_iral. Currently, the
ty system within Lawrence's
BETA THETA Pl
"laid back and mellowed out" Physical Plant is discouraged
$ 53 .50 fire equipment
by the things that go on inside
atmosphere.
$963.02 windows
the quad.
The need for such inquiry has
' $344 .27 other
Hyde cited the Campus Life
been suggested by aluiiini and
liason
program
with
house
$1360.79
university administration who
representatives and the
are concerned .with excessive
strengthening of alumni reladamage
and
;lleged_ly
tions as important factors in
DELJA TAU DELTA
degenerative behavior in the
improving
leadership .
Quad. Moreover, the;e is ·a ge$ 20.25 fire equipment
Moreover, faculty advisors and
nu~e desir..e at Campus Life to
$204 .26 windows
house mothers· are now being
improve communication bet$122 .83 other
discussed· as possible calming
ween their offite and all student
/
'347.34
influences
within
the
fraterorganizations. Hopefully this
nities. The house mother idea,
will improve morale and ensure
which currently stands as-; no
smooth operation.
,
more than an idea, may
Associate Dean of Campus
PHI DELTA THETA
materialize lat~i: in the year if
Life, Cathy Hyde, who'serves in
$187.01 fire equipment
the organizations don't suc~ee_d
an advisory capacity to 1.F.C.,
$708.37 windows
in policing themselves. T1:i~ 1s
stated that Campus Life wants
$209. 91 other
"to help the fraternities grow sure to meet with oppos1t10n,
however,
as
members
.have
'1105.00
and govern themselves.'' The
already echoed complaints
new program provides a
about "full time menopausal
framework for the greek letter
babysittP-rs," and the viable
organizations to work under. It
PHI GAMMA DELTA
space that they would occupy.
attempts to establish in each
$ 50.86 windows
Finally,
I.F.C.
will
be
~oi:ifronhouse, contacts with their Na$ oo .bo other
tional groups, alu~ and Cam- ·ting the issue of rrummum
s ~0.86
pus Life. As a result, Hyde . member requirements . "The
fraternity system is onlr a.~
hopes to see a vigorous but
strong as its weakest link,
healthy c9mpetition between
says Hyde, and therefore, she
houses and a better understanPHI KAPPA TAU
ding by the whole community would like all six houses to ~e
$128.14 windows
strengthened.
The
ideal,
m
of what the fraternity system is
$ 30.00 other
Hyde's opinion, is ~ get the
all about.
fraternity
membership
up
to
'158.14 .
Dean Hyde outlined several
specific, changes and expecta- . house capacity. "There is _no
way that a healthy . fraternity
tions she sees as necessary for
the success of a legitimate can exist with fewer than 24-28
SIGMA PHI EPSILON
people," she explained. ·
lruernity system. ·
$ 34 .50 windows
The uruversity has allowed
t) Strengthening of leader·
$ 4.25 other
organizations
to
remain
on
cam·
•lrip - and communication
s 38.75
pus
with
well
below
the
recomand between houses,
mended level for sutces~.
th community)
Subsequently, inuch_effort will_
lcation of Rush rules

QUAD
DAMAGES

r- -------·-- -- - -- - - - .- - - ,
I
I

Valley Fair Mall

FREE
Hors.d' oeuvres
-: (fantastic chips & Salsa, Spicy
• Bar Beans & Chile Can Queso.)

SPECIAL FIE~
ST-A
HOUR PRICES! .
3·. 2 5
Glass ....-... . . . .... . . . . . ... • 50
Pitcher of Marguerita . . $3.25
Pitcher of Beer . . ... . .. . $

(flegular or Strawberry)

Jumbo ..... .

Glass of Wine ..............•

75

Mon. thru Fri. 3 p.m. to 6 p.m.
· Sat. & Sun. 12 to 4 p.m.

L---•·- · --- ------------J .
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True Confessions false promises

nuances on screen. We haven't
All of these loose ends are not
by Jeff Wisser
seen either of these men this 1
the worst of it though. Director
True Confessions, the new
good since their participation in
Klu Grosbard meets the __inep1 film
featuring lead perforCoppola's Godfather fihns
mances by Robert De Niro and titude of his writers and then
Burgess Meredith too i~
raises
their
bid.
Grosbard,
a
Robert Duvall lacks one crucial
. wonderful in his role as the agveteran
stage
director,
moves
component necessary to a good
ing monsignor. Unfortunately '
film: a plot. As it stands>, the the story along so slowly that it
motion picture is little more
than a number of strong performances with nothi:hg tying
them together.
The story (what little there is
anyway) centers around two
brothers, Monsignor Des
Spellacy and L.A. detective
Limousine " and the only low Tom, and a mobster with whom
point on the disc, the all too they both come in contact. The
gangster, Jack Amsterdam,
familiar "Neighbors." .
If side on.e may be said to b~ who once employed Torn at orte
representative of the Stones · of his brothels, now finds
more manic side, side two _is cer- himself being investigated for a
tainly a tribµte to the R&B of tie to a recent grizzly murder by
Motown. Featured throughout his former bagrnan.
this half of the record is an
Amsterdam is also busy tryamazingly sweet falsetto vocal ing to improve his community
performance by Jagger and a image. His construction firm is
IT'S A MIRACLE
fine example of drummer involved in inexpensi11ely
Charlie Watts and bassist Bill building various facilities for
Wyman leading their cohorts the Roman Catholic Church. is a constant battle for the au- ,there is no explan~tion of the
these
through the --softer side of the Des does the negotiating for the dience to stay awake. The motivation·s · of
band 's musical heritage. With Church and has ' come to be movie, actually--only two houf s characters, -and . no understanlong, seems like three or four. ding provided · for the ,events
" Worried 'Bout You, " "Tops," rather close to Amsterdam.
" Heaven ", "No Use in Crying"
What might have been both a . What is worse than this plod- which befall them. With the
and " Waiting on a Friend, " the thrilling detective story and an · ding pace, t hough is Gros bard 's obstacles around 'Yhich they
group proves that they can still interesting examination of the predilection for lingering on the are asked to work, they cannot
make a departure from the connection between private and grotesqye. There are numerous pull this one out of the fire •
sometimes annoyingly harder public corruption, however, is close ups of the mutilated
True Confessions ends up beside of t heir rriusic with the badly muddled by screenmurder victim (she's been saw- ing little more than some great
delicacy of jewel cutters. ·
writers John Gregory Dunne ed in half at the waist) as well as acting wasted on a boring slopCredit must also be given to and Joan Didron. There is no a number of unnecessary PY script in an abysmally
engineer Bob Clearmountain, tension here at all, as Dunne morgue scenes. Grosbard ' ~ directed film. There are far too
who has given the material here and Didron give nearly
voyeurism and necrophilia, goes .. many loose ends and myriad
a necessarily refined sound everything away in the first ten
much· too far.
violations of the standards of
which has been missing from minutes. They further obscure
Still there are wonderfully good taste. Thus De Niro, as in
. most of the recent Stones lp 's. their narrative by randomly in- controlled performances by De · Raging Bull and Duvall, as in
Jagger and Richards who have tro c;l u c in g
unexplained ~ Niro and Duvall. Both show The Great Santini, are wasted
done nearly all of the producing characters and unconnected
how well they have mast~red again.
and engineering for - several subplots. There is some sort of the art of subtly idiosy~cratic
years have shown surprising relationship between Tom and a
wisddm in both stepping down hooker which is unclear and the
/
and making successful selec- subplot involving an older montion.
signor being put out to' pasture
Once again the Rolling which is equally unexplained.
Stones have gone to the studio but perhaps the most obscure
and emerged with .a resounding plot development occurs when
triumph with Tattoo You. Their · De.s too is demoted following
most balanced effort since Exile the revelation that he was preon Main Street, the Ip is chock sent when Amsterdam met the
by ~tac~y Schmeidel
Tenor Kenneth Bozeman will be
C arrymg on a new 1y- · · d b
full of goodies reminiscent of murder vi<:tim. Why is this
·
t bli h d t dit'
th C · Jome
y Nancy Messun and.
the formative years of tlie band. bright young monsignor phases a .s e
ra ion, . e on- Joanne Satstein,- violist Jane
Pretty good for a bunch of guys ed out for little or no offense? · servatory faculty will once B d h ·
·
t
·
·
ra s aw, ce 11·1s·t M"k
1 e
whose ages'-all _but contradict We never really know.
ag_am presen a smg1e _concert "Honest Abe" Allen, bass
tl~eir art.
this week. La~ence f~culty, trombonist Bob Greene, and
students, and friends will pre- t
b · t T
y·
·t ..,
"E
·
f N
rom oms s om mcen , i-a
sen t an
venmg o
ew Sch It
..:i K
t-u· ·
b'
· ". on Mond ay, octob er 19, · ill u z, an.. · en t vv1e1e,Ii ·bed
w o
Music
1ear1y presen a po s
·0
·
H
.
w
c
at 7 . 0 m arper Hall. Flautist · f
f thi · t · ·
Ernestine Whitman and p~r ormance O
s m ngwng
·
t
·
t
D
S
·
k
ill
piece.
·
Cl arme is
an
par s w
W'th all th fr t·
- ff
open the program with Erbst · i
e ee. rme a or
Krenek' s Sonatina; this will be ed by the mearger performance
followed by Marjory Irvin's calendar, I urg~ you to walk
performance of Ruth Shaw down to Beggars Tµ~e on Col·
Wylie's Soliloquy for piano left lege ~venue and .pick up ,a
hand. Steve Jordheim, sax- recordi~~ of Paul Creston s
ophome
Robe t
L
. compositions as performed by
'
r
evy,, th L
U '
. w· d
trumpet, and Jurt Kietrich,
e awrence rnversity m
trombone will then join Miss Ens.emble, Robert Levy, c'?n~
Whitman and M S ·k · ·t O . ductor. Works on the album m·
r. ofpar
close the first half
the spro- ~Iu d e Zanom,· An ato li a, J u b"I
i ee,
gram with Newel Kay Brown' ~nd sevet al others, all recorded
Pastoral~ and Dance
s under the supervision' of the
The second half of the concert composer during his visit to the
is esP,ecially noteworthy. Turn- La~ence ca~pus las~ Mar,
ing his attention from T~s outstandmg recordm_g will
augmented seventh chords and. brmg back. many memo~ies to
"avoidance of paralellisms .. . those of you who experienced
· Howard Niblock will perfor~ Mr. Creston 's visit first-hand,
the Sequenza for Solo Oboe by and for those of you too you~g
Luciano Beri6. The concert will to re~ember the event, .~his
close with Igor Stravinsky's In record~g may w~ll be the next
Memor_ium: Dylan Thomas. best thing to havmg been there.

Rolling Stones start up
Eighties with Tattoo You
by Bob Chri; tgau
Don 't let t he age fool you.
With Tattoo You , 38 year old
Mick Jagger and his Rolling
Stones have reasserted their
dominion over the world of rock
'n ' Roll.
·
Tattoo You stands as a return
to the roots for these survivors
of nearly t wenty years in the
studio and on the road. Once
again we have the stones playing funk, R&B and, of course, a
bit of rock 'n ' roll. Not only
playing, but playing it with a
freshnes s and passion not easily equalled.

.:
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i

i
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TATTOO YOU

From the lp 's first cut, the
·top forty hit " Start Me Up, " it
becomes apparent that this is
Jagger and the boys at their
best. A funky number with that
familiar hard edged guitar provided by Keith Richards,
"Start Me Up" explodes to
open things up. And from there
the album serves as proof of the
Stones ' relentlessness. There's
the rave-up "Hang Fire," the
dark , menacing sound of
" Slave, " another curious
Richards rocker, "Little T&A, "
the very bluesy "Black
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Jacobs.. relieves·stress

by Marco Polo
following ~eks. Just when it where rhetori~ a~d bia~ qften .
· by Kathy Doyle
son involved in the experiments
· If being .at the right place at- appeared as if~ Ghandour's distort cross-cultural comOn October 20th a current described the tank as a dark,
.the right time brings good for- whim would amount ~o nothing munication, but with his coun--- televison celebrity and 1980 enclosed bubble tank filled with
tune, then John Kuehl must after all, confirmation of the of· try's airline, Akia. Since_itlacks
graduate of Lawrence, .Gregg warm water. Although the
have · been strategically posi- fer · arrived- in Kuehl's the oil reserves of other Arab
Jacobs, will present a Stress design for the tank was not
tioned and precisely .timed to : hometown of Port Edwards, states, Jordan is specializing in
~anagement Workshop in Jacobs', his work caught the
t,.ave received an all-~xpense Wisconsin by telegram in late service trades to become the
Sage basement. Gregg Jacobs media's interest. While he was
paid, week, Ieng junket tq Jor- July.
currently workr,i at St. at Lawrence an article about his
distribution center of Western
dan-compliments of the Royal
The tale unfolded into seven goods and technoiogy and the
Elizabeth 's Stress Lab and was form of relaxation in regards to
Jordanian-Airline.
.
· days of first-class luxury. Kuehl point of entry for Westerners
seen OIJ.. Ted · Turner's cable his playing football appeared in
Kuehl's singular ' odyssey was whisked from Chicago on into the region. Ali Ghandour, a ·television station and the CBS Sports Illustrated. The local
commenced here at Lawrence August 12 aboard Alia's personaifriend_of the King, has
nightly · news on October 13th. television stations also carried
on May 5, 1981. Ali Ghandour, modern magic carpet, riding been entrusted with the task of This sudden attention to stories about Jacobs.
president and chairman of the first class aboard a 747. After building such a cultural bridge. Jacobs and Stress Management
Recently Jacobs has been· inboard of Alia, the Royal Jorda- , stops in New York and Vienna, An extraordinary businessman
actually stems back to Jacobs ' vited to England to appear on
nian Airline, had beeri in the long-awaited journey ended who is aware of the importance senior year at Lawrence.
the BBC"s science show,
Chicago to open the · airline's in the JoFdanian capital of Am- -of Jordan's culture to the Royal
In his senior year, Jacobs Tomorrow's World. Although
built an isolation tank with fun- he can not afford the trip now,
newest scheduled , stop in the man. There, _Kuehl was placed Jordanian Airline, Ghandour
United States. Ghandour had in the capable hands of Alia's has directed the phenomenal _d ing from Experimental Pro- , he plans for such a trip in the
accepted an invita!ion from Public Relations •Office and growth of a world air carrier jects. A psychology major future. He will be appearing in
Lawrence University to s·peak given disposal of a daily_, per- t11at twenty years ago did not
San Francisco at the First Inon the present Middle East sonal guide and chauffeur to see exist. He is presently in the proternational Convention of Isolacrisis. While on campus, Mr. · the sites of Jordan: Amman, cess of redesigning his comtion Tanks later this week.
Ghandour was also scheduled Jerash-anancient Greco-Roman pany's insignia to incoi:porate
Thanks to the Chautaugua
to lecture for Professor Dana's ~ity under restoration; Madaba, . aspects of Arab culture, so that
series, Jacobs will give a slide
International Economics class the ·city of mosaics; Mount · wherever Alia goes, a piece of
- presentation ·and bring some
stress management equipment
and to have lunch with • the Nebo, mountain of Moses; -the the-Middle East will go also.
"I find it just as difficult 'toLawrence · International . ·Club. Dead Sea; Petra-a Roman city
to interested Lawrentians .
Jacobs will teach the process of
David Arnosti, . then , presiden._t carved out of sandstone moun- . day as I 9-id while in Jordan to
relaxation along with bio feed· of the clup, asked John, who tains.; and Aqaba-Jordan's express my feeling's of thanks
back. He will discuss the REST
was to attend· both events, to resort .city and only port on the · ti.nd adpiiration. I ;;imply hope
program (restricted , e·nescort the executive from Main · Red Sea. There were also oppor- that I can use this experience
vironmental stimulas tank) he
Hall to. Downer ·after the lee- . tunities to meet with jet-set and my new perspectives to imestablished at St. Elizabeth's.
J ordariians Kuehl's own age at prov~ people's understanding
tu~~ ·
.....
__
This program is the first of its
a party held beneath a Beduin - of Jordan; it wilJ be a lifelong
kind in any hospital in the
· tent.
Ghandour's
two commitment."
GREG JACOBS, '81
world. REST helps people CO!J·
daughters escorted Kuehl, takAnyone- who is interested in
working on his Honor's project, trol their breathing and blood
ing him to visit Amman's air- learning more about this extraJacobs used the tank to cori- pressure. Medically, ~EST is
port and pilot training center, ordinary journey is invited to
duct experiments in relaxation being used to get rid of
to meet with Mr: Ghandour at _attend the October_16 meeting
techniques. The principle of the headaches. J «Cobs' presentahis office, and to restaurants of Lawrence International when
tank is to isolate the senses tion provides a chance to beat
and discos.
·
Jolin Kuehl will give a slide
from outside influences. A per- the pre-midterm headaches.
"No expense was spared ..Mr. ,presentation. 1
Ghandour and his staff did
' everything to make my trip
comfortable, convenient, and
costless," Kuehl noted.
As to the reason .why Ghandour brought him to Jordan,
Kuehl said, "Mr. Ghandour told
It was during this brief walk me he wanted me to experience
that Ghandeur set things in his country firsthand and to brmotion. He first inquired about ing my impressions, both good
the lengt;h of the -Lawrentian_'.s and bad, back to the United
summer vacation, and followed - States. But speculating on any
with " Have you even been to--- deeper motivation, I would say
Jordan before?" and "Would that like· other Arab nations, ·
you like .to go there someday?" - Jordan perceives miscgncepKuehl respop.ded · in . a pridic- ti,ons about · itself, its people,
table manner; no/y.es respec- and its Arab neighbors held by
tive!x- Thereupon, Ghandour Western governments and the
handed John one of his Western press. Personally, , 1
business cards ·and requested found it difficult to visualize ex- .
that he write to ·him-during the actly where I was going befQ_re I
summer ' in order. .t o clarify .left for Jordan ..Such ignorance
details. All _the · arrangements as mine is a detriment to relawould be-taken care ofby Ghan- tions between the Western and .
dour.
·
Arab Worlds. I think that King
Siven Crown
The excitement of that mo- Hussein is trying to bridge the
ment turned to skepticism as gap between the Middle East
AMERI CAN WHISKEl'
no word -concerning t he im- and · the West, not through . · ·
A BLEND
. promptu invitation cam_e ih the governments , or_ the press,
- 'Q,/..lu"7! ,y,,{,/,w,u,: ,..(.0
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Ste1Icir film series
. by Chris Matheus
On Tuesday evening the
three disciplines Qf astronomy,
history and philosophy will be
c?nsolidated in the presentat10~ of th~ first film program in
a six part series entitled "The
Individual, the Heavens and
th'e Cosmos: Our. Centeniary ·
Seareh for Celestial Harmony.''
The program series; sponsored
by a grant from -the Wisconsin
Humanities Committee, is concerned with tlie liumanistic
relationship between the individual and the cosmos. ·
1:he . go~l · of the program .
series 1s " ... to reaffirm the-role
that the humanities . have
played in the development of
~smological _q uestfons.'' This
is ~ccomplished through . the
assistance of the six British
Broadcasting Corporation filpls
Used .to set the central topies of:
the SlX programs. The films are .
as follows 1) "The Music of tlie
Spheres" 2) "The Starry ·
Messenger" 3) "The· Majestic .
Clock Wor~" 4) "Elementary
•
" 6) "Cosniofogy" and
· d th~ Heroscope."

The first three films are taken
from Bronowski 's impressive
Ascent of Man series. Films
four and five come from Nibel
Calder's stunning modern
science series: The Key to the Universe .
. Each prograqi meeting will
open with
brief introduction
to the evening's filrri by the program director, Professor J .
Bruce
Brackenridge,
a
physicist/historian of science.
The audience will be allowed to
offer up comments or quest!ons
following the panel discuss10n.
The series is scheduled to run
on' six consecutive Tuesday
e\fenings-beginning October 21 ·
and , continuing through Nov.
24. The program meetihgs are
to be held in Youngchild Hall
161 beginning at 7:30 p.m. and
are open to the general public.
The series is sure to be rewardfog. for studen~s from all
disciplines since, m the words
of Plato "We ought to treat the
visible ;plendours of the sky as
illustrations of the true °'
realities ... "
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-I wanted to play it by ear,
-T
b~uM!:t·c.:,:0~0::-:S::E;:;--;L;--:l;;P~S;-;,E,;H:.RmiE;NJ-~Milo;~;;se
ns sink nips.
Chicken Lips
li.r.
Of
SA VEYOUR NIF'S Beware
Moose Lips.
I
TO
OU R ·
FA VO R TE
QU ASISTELLAR objec;- You ?Ir!~
weird. We're not. You re a S~,Y
oose. We're not. Everybody who s
!nybody in Slab City we8;rs sho_ck·
ingly bright and tacky paisley ties.
Have you found the _drea,m am·
putee of your life? Is 1t true that
you can handle two? Toodles,
'
The Twinky Twosome
QUOTE OF THE WEEK The
joke becomes reality.
·
-Bill Shaw
DDDD-1 need more -things for,
my jar.
-BBBB
BUNN•Y-Vikingburgers and
"Tickled Pink-what mor.e could_-a
girl want?
-Diamond Jim
WHICH ,OF THE following
D

·Campus in Briefs]

for entries has been moved to
minis;ration on LUCC.
Tues., Oct. 20. Play will be schedulPlato discussion planned
ed to begin the following week. A
On Monday, Oct. 19th, at 4:15
team consists of three men and
p.m. the Philosophy Club w~l hold three· women . Participants d~ ~ot
L..-------------- a presentation and discussion on have to be from the same h".mg
LUCC
Plato 's Republic.
unit, fraternity, or sorority.
The Lawrence University ComBrief talks will be given by Asst. However, a player can play for one
munity Council held its elections on ·prof. William Boardman and team only. Please spread .the
' October 13, 1981. The results of 'Terence P. Moran, '82.
word!!! I -·would like to see good
those elections are as follows:
- Prof. Boardman intends to throw participation in this sport!
Brokaw representative Mary Eichenberger
light on a few important_ f'.l?tonic
Cross-Country Meet-T_he In·
Colman representative ... Mark_stephens . ·ideas such as the plaus1b1lity of tramural Cross-Country Meet is
Kohler representative .•. . . Marie Lepari' having knowledge about the sen- · scheduled for Monday, October 19
Ormsby representative . . . .. Beth Dugan
sory world; why Plato supposes at 4:30 p.m. Those wishing to parPlantz representanve . . ... Jamie Harper
that there must be Forms, and how ticipate in this event should m~et
Quad representative . .
. . Jim Schmidt
the Forms help in understanding at the L.U. track prior to starting
Sage representative .
. Elizabeth.Wedel
the sensory world to the extent time to register. The course is ?ne
Trever representative .
. Dave King
which it can be understood. One of mile long, and will be run twice.
Four positions on LUCC remain
the hardest ideas Plato attempts to This event 'is for both men and
open. If you are interested in a posimake plausible in the Republic is women. It will count in · the
tion on the Leadership and -Inforthat of the role of 'the good Prof. Supremacy Cup standings.
mation Committee or on the Honor
Boardman treats this id_ea as an '
Swim Meet-Tues ., Nov. _IO,, 4:30
System Review Committee contact
issue connected with one's p.m. (Please no.t e change m date)
Sara Laumann at x6766.
understanding of things in the sen- · More info later!
The · first formal meeting of
sory world such as the existence of
Table Tennis-This event is
LUCC will be held this Monday at
sensory objects.
under consideration for the end of
4:15 in the Riverview Lounge.
the 'term. It is normally held during
Everyone is welcom_e.
the winter term. However, a cam·
pus tournament held this term
LUCC along with the Office of
would enable the winners to adCampus Life is sponsoring a
vance to a regional competition to
Leadership Workshop on Sunday,
be held in February at the BniversiOctober 18, 1981. Attendance is rety of Wisconsin-Parkside. I need
quired of LUCC representatives,
your help on this one! I need to
and the Office of Campus Life ;
know if there is ·enough interest in
urges all others in leadership posithis sport to have a tournament
tions to attend. Reservations need
this term, and whether winners
ot be confirmed. The agenda for the
would want to participate in a
workshop follows so thaf those interested may plan their da'y accorregional competition. There would
dingly.
be an expense involved for the parSchedule for Leadership Workshop
ticipants. (Contact me for specific
October 18, 1981
details). Please get the n!lmes of in10 a.m.-12 noon-General Session
-terested players to me within the
on Leadership and Communication
next two weeks. (Diane Menne,
Networks - Riverview Lounge,
Sage Hall, ext. 6780)
PRQ,FESSOR WILLIAM
Union. Campus Administrative BOARDMAN
·Othe'r News-An office for InStructure. LUCC Structure. and
tramural Sports to be shared with
Terence · P. Moran plans to the Outing Clvb is currently under
Funcation, Goals and Objectives.
12 noon-I p.m.-Lunch, Gold discuss an article by I.F. Stone construction on the ground floor of
Room, Down·er. Individual Com- which _appeared in the Jan. '81
the Union. Hopefully, , it can be
mittees and Organizations will issue of Harper's magazine. Stone completed within the next two
meet to set goals .and objectives for accuses Plato of having been an weeks!
elitist, and labels the Republic an
the year.
Campus Printing
LUCC Executive Council & elegantly written facist tract. He
Our student print shop is now
asserts that Plato didn 't believe
Reprs.
operating in the basement of Raythat people could govern
LUCC Committees
Campus Organizations
themselves; that they need a mond House. Orders for poster,s
Fraternity Presidents
" philosopher king" .to impose per- and other printed material should
be placed one week before the dat'e
Sorority Presidents
sonal ideals on their way of life.
Hall Presidents '
Moran will attempt to refute Stone Qn which you would like the finishFraternity and Hall Treasurers
with _ a logically conceived ed work. To place an order, please ·
Pled'ge Trainers
perspicaci.9us rebuttle in support of stop by th!) Campus Printing office
in 'Raymond House, ·or telephone
Rush Chairmen
Plato.
Hou sefellow Committee
Following the talk the panel will Beth Austin at x6843 between 1-4
pm on· Mondays, W-ednesdays,
I p.m .-2 p.m.-Sharing of Goals attempt to answer ·any fIUestions
and Objectives of Campus Groups, and the floor will be open for Thursdays, or Fridays. All orders
must be approved by us before we
Riverview Lounge, Union.
discussion.
will begin printing.
2 p.m.-2:30 p.m.-Reception with
Upcoming J.M. Sports ;
Campu s Lea ders, Faculty, a.nd AdCo-Rec Volleyball-The deadline
ACM Urban Education
Helen Syman of the ACM Urban
Education program will be on campus all day qn October 21, 1981.
She will be available for conference at· the Mursell Education ·
j:enter and will provide ~tudent~
with program information as well
as information about post-graduate
possibilities.

25°/o-Off
Any _P urchase with this Coupon.

GOOD THROUGH NOVEMBER 15, 1981

109 E. ColleQe Avenue, Across from Gimbels.

C'!reer Exploration Day
Saturday, October 24th
Sessions begin at IO a.m., 11 a.m.
.and 1:30 p.m. All sessions will be
held in Main Hall. No registration
is required . Career areas
represented will be: publishing,
communications, banking, human
servi~es, business management,
advertising, music, law, geology
and computers. A group of recent
graduates will be present to relate
their experiences in_ job hunting.
All students are welcome!. .

The
Now·
• Malts & Shakes
•Sundaes • Popcorn
•Cones •Hot Sandwiches
•Chile •T~cos •And More

lqsidc Scat,iqg, 'Ample P~rkiqg

mando! Station 1: Ormsby Lou
9.x.:·c::m:::.':".t:..:o:..:n~i.,_h_t._-;-:~;--~=-.cllll!.
DONN A,
LOU,
LIS
SUE-What should I do to be llJce
you? Ope's the Queen and threee&rl,i
court; all I am is flat and short! ...
a si,ate,iBERGER & MALMISH-Beat
of luck on·G .R.E.'s. SorrY-you can't
be frat dwellers with us but I ex•
pect you 'll compensate at Bustin'
Out. Love ya,
tesch
THETA'S, we're in for quite a
weekend. This campus just miglit
survive but will WE iµake it to Sunday? Priorities girls, priorities,' I
· mean', what!'s a mid-term?
doesn't fit:
a) Doug Kaiser
lS-4144:739-3681 : PAY UP. /
b) Football play_er
-'Phe Darwin Loda,
c) a scotty
HEY TOM-We know Good~
d) A TOOL
went in the red, but who gets the
Answer to quiz: · (b), a football free passes this we~k? Give Ray.
player
mond House back to the people.
ANGEL-Just right. -Neville
MEMBERS of Lambda Iota
MARIA-If only we could have Beta, who do we get to sacrifice at
some of Mrs. Long's hot punch, the first meeting?
things would be okay. I'm glad you
WE'RE BUSTIN' OUT-8·
didn't turn out to be just a "friend 28-You owe me one ... How's the
of necessity. "
Kath ' Harem? who else? 8-28
ELLEN SAYLES-What's "up "
TRACY-You and i' should to
in Venice? Hope things have sett!- D:13.s and pursue' the Plans~Have
ed down since then. Please save y_ou been there this term yet? The
something for your big friend in girl down the hall.
T.B., B.D. and
Appleton. I'm now 6'4 ".
S.F., CYSTB, SYC, L.G.
XOXOXOBig Friend
HEY PHI-DELTS-Hide the
ERICA-'' It's
H olid.ay milk, the bread a·nd the peanut butTime." -Now that you 're 21, you ter, the Thetas are moving in.
must watch what comes out of your
MALMISH-It . is .,.-njce to see
mouth. Remember, it's the com· that Lawrence University has
pany we keep ... Happy Birthday· taken interest in our social lives,
Precious,
The Southern Belle but it hasn't seemed to do any good
'CONGRATULATIONS to all yet.
select individuals who have proven
DEAR SUSAN-Kitceh conver·
themselves as true members of the
P.F.B.A. Club: Tom , Lonnquist, · sations can ·be convenient, but
Howard Cohn, Paul Carter, Kraig cultivating cgmradery requires, a
more congenial climate. Could we
Krueger, Doug Kaiser, Dan Sholl, have a coherent conversation
Gary Zlevor, Bart Destasio, Bill
sometime? Sincerely,
Spreeman and Bill J.,ien.
. Your Dish-creet Admirer
WHO DOESN 'T FIT?
SANDY KAWLESKI.-Will you
a) John Wayne
ever find. ehe identities of th,il char·
b) Lorne Greene
ming young';nen who gave you that
c) Annie Oakley
d) The herds attending Bustin' "stark" birthday. greeting??? Hope
it aroused -some birthday sen•
Out
timents.
e) Chaz the Spaz
WHAT DOESN'.T FIT?
THOMAS.....'.Isn't there supposed
a) Shots of redeye
to be some sort of laws which might
b) Dancing and general guard the Nancy bird from getting
rowdiness
her tails cut off??? The process
c) Free beer
m_ust have ·been quite painful.
d) Beaded boots & · matching
·
Snake
mocassins, snakeskin boots,
FOUNTAIN-Is this regression
chaps & ten gallon hats.
or what is the scam???
··
e) Your pants
BETTY RUSH-Is th!t C"11 of
ROMEO, ROMEO, wherefore art Tab glued to your hand and have-to
thou, Romeo? Climbing through be surgically removed???
L.A.
the winaow wasn't what we had in
Woman
mind .. .love,
Twinkie
MARY HARTMAN. MARY
and What's her red twink HART!vfAN-Don't yoµ know thal
SNEAK-For .your information, you are l'lot supposed to sleep witb..
still live in Ormsby. Patiently your guinea pig??? I don't care JI
waiting for romance.
Miss H you used a plastic bag and tape. -S,
DEAR HITCHING .POST-Old the way, what did you do with that
Ironsides is more fun than a rubber dead fish anyway???
Qu•f
duckie!
Shipnappers anonymous
PANDAZI~Do you sleep alOIII
KELL y WOEHLERS _ Wh~ ?r with your window o~en? Curio"!,
have you been hydin-g with lately?
A
Q,UOTE
TO
-Shirking R esponsibility REMEMBER.,...."Yeah ... the
BRAT-Are you sick of me yet't bu !"
-Obnoxious
ALW-Meet you in the
KITE-There was a boy . The boy garden.
went to a parade in Egypt. Men
-the presidential o~
and guns went .by. A marl died. The
BRACES:....It must have
boy s its by the Nile and weeps.
the roses .
- lonely in th e d ead land,
th e hollow land

------:-~=~

HEY!
.WE .WANT
YOUR busiNESS!
UsE .:,Ul_l GLASSES

Printer
308 N. Appleton St .

BuT ...

(2 blocks north of Prange 's)

734-9997

,.,&-14-~
Quickprint
I

Hours: 11 :00 to 11 :00;
Closed Sunday
Lo~ted 1 Block West of School

303 E;-.College Avenue

l!Jno,-il{

THIS ISN'1' A PHQNE•,
Mar means business.
b..:::e:..:fo::.:r.c:.e. =N.;. .o:.. .vc.c. :-:1:-:.·==-==--=--...
TOM SKINNER~Bewar
fencers hidin in dark shadow
ALL ' NEW BROWN NOSI
Pre-Meds-The sweet white
of the stallion waits to be kis
ORMSBYITES-Mission: ·

®-

The Now Printers ..

lEAVE TltEM.ltEREl

223 E. College Ave.,
'Appleton,
Wisconsin

·THANKS
9btt lffa&ra

...
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IM SCOREBOARD·
flag football Standings
M1n'1_L1agu1 ,
Phi Delts
Delts
Sig Eps ·
Colman
Betas
Plantz
Ormsby

Win Loss.

2
2

1

a
a

1
1

1
1
2
2.

a

2

1

women's League
Win Loss
a2
1
a
1
a
a 2
a ·1

Ormsby
Thetas
Colman
DG's
Plantz

scores fr.om 10/8
Plantz-32 , ~etas-14
Delts-43 , Ormsby-a

TENNIS
Men's Singles
.
Ouarterflnallsts-Howard Cohn, Phi Delt ;
Bob Ott . Trever : John Duncan , Dalt; Joel
Aines . Brokaw ; Dave Bolgr.ien . ,Brokaw :
Jeff Whitcomb , Sig Ep : Jules LaRocque .
Facul!y ; Tony Hurtig . Sage

Men's Doubles
Semi-Finalists-Whitcomb , Katteh-Sig
Ep : Cod Stal ker- Phi Delt : Gimbel , Dun·
ca n- Delt : Condrell . Palmquist- Plant z.

Women's }Ingles , .
Semi-Finalists-Lori Hedrick - Colman:
Carrie Morri s- Delta Gamma : Ni oa
Shep.herd-Plantz : Kristin Jesion ..:....Drm·
sby

Scores from 1·0113
Phi Delt-12 , Plantz-a
Betas-19, Sig .Eps-12
Colman-44, Orsmby- 7
Ormsby-12 , Plantz-a
Colman , Dg 's forfeit
\

Woinen's sports
by Snake Sandwiches
The Lawrence female Booters
notched their second . consecutive win Saturday by
beating Beloit 2-0 at home to
add to the list of .homecoming
victors. Despite the dismal
weather and small cramped
field, the once · again, up and
coming half of the Lawrence
soccer world oyercame thes.e
conditions
to · remain
undefeated. The. Lady Yikes
took the lead early in the first
period with .a goal -by reliable
Kate "we want" Moore. Kate
took a nice cross pass from
striker Susie ' "with-out her
Dad" Turner and beat the
Beloit keeper for the score. But
this lead did not stand for long
for the Buckaneers retaliated
by scoring on a \ucky effort
which the temporarily confused
Lawrence defense let in. The
Vikettes call).e on · stroag ·after
the
intermission
but·
_ nonetheless had to work hard
for the goal that would win the
game. Once again, it was an effort by Turner late in the se- ·
cond period that put Lawrence
on top for good. The dynamic
play of Sandy "Wild woman "
Goldhamer and fullback Kathy
" Foil'em" Doil as;vell as the efforts, of keeper Jill. "The Dill"
Manuel ,kept the Beloit offense
~t bay. The team thanks all the
fans that showed and would
like to invite every one to see
this ·awesome team in action as
they take .on Ripon at home
Wednesday at 4 p.m. Be there
because, quite frankly, WE 'RE
THERE!!!

by Babe Didrickson Zaharias ·
The LU women 's cross country team began its season in
_mid-September with a match
against Madison Tech. Two out
of the five member team praced;
Junior .K ate Leventhal (St.
Louis, MO) came in third plate
and freshman Karin Jensen
(Portland, OR) came in tenth
place. The other three members
of th!l team include sophomore
Carol Krasin ,(Marshfield, WI),
freshmen Margaret Szweda
(Beaver Dam, WI), and Anne
Stauss (Port Washington, Wjl).
The team has competed in three
other meets since that time.
Coach Davis is pleased with the
wpmen's performances; indeed,
he is expecting their ambition
and talent to lead them to do

Soccer squad still sluinbers
by Spoon
One need only look at Doug
Wes~phal to know how
Lawrence soccer has faired
recentl'y .
His
slumped
shoulders, weary eyes and
leaden step reflect two more
losses, one to Beloit and one to
UW-Green Bay's Junior Varsity.
Harold Ginke's leaf machine
inhales the last of the year's
_foliage; the days grow short and
colder, and the soccer team has
yet to win a game. Neither
Beloit nor Green Bay were better teams then Lawrence. But
Lawrence apparently is stucfc
on a losing track, a track which
the team is ·in danger of
subscribing to.
Captain Bob Weatherall nervously waits out each night,
wondering who will be next to
inform him of their departure
from tliis journey to th~ bottom
of the Midwest Conference.
Gone until next year is that
pillar of the midfield Kirk Ryan.
Chuck Esler, hawk-like in his
soaring, yet deadly precision at
left wing is gone. Fast and
ruthless as a brush-fire, Frank
Meier is out. The cheerleading, .
seat singing ~ldus Chapin, a
man with soul, is also gone.
And Scott Stevenson hobbles
fi:ustratedly on a sham of a left leg, longing "to play again in the
goal. · Freshmen and rookie up. perclassmen nobly fill the
voids, but their ~fforts are not
enough.,
,
,It is a curious phenomenon
which has recently been
discovered among the players.
As the losses accumulate, so
too has the amount of studies
that require attention at times
previously allocated to soccer.
Finals, suddenly, are only seven
weeks away.
Coach Ken Anderson says the
answer
is
in
psycho-

••

Chuck Keller or Randy Daul
,c6852

_.:"' 1...
~

~.

USELMANN AND WES.TENBERG play through.
cybernetics. Picture in your
mind, he says, what it looks like
to win. But such images are increasingly · difficult to bring
back.
Frustration, to some extent,
is unders tandable. Victory over
Beloit on Friday the 9th _lay
waiting to be claimed by
Lawrence. But the Bucs scored
early on a penalty shot, then
again due to a mental lapse by
keeper Peter Montross that left
even him bewildered. Peter
,stops the difficult shots; it's the
easy one which are fright~ning.
It could be argued that · the
Chapin-Santaga improvisational duet and the jokes on the
trip to· Beloit wore the team
down some. The jokes certainly
l~ngthened the return to Ap·
pleton.
Green Bay' caught the Vikings at an emotional and
physical low the next morning
o.n a rainy Whiting field. Mark
Washburn, after a gallant game
at Beloit, lay wrecked in
Madison. Santaga complained
that the pre-game warmups had .

drained him. " Ma ankles hurt,':..
drawled John Bedell. One thing
Lawrence had was newly acquired goal kee per Randy
Jones, the sixth man to try the
position. Randy played an ex·
traordinary game. One question
rippled through the assembled
crowds; where had Randy been
for the first two weeks? The
defense, however, let Jones
down that morning, and Greert
Bay won 3-1.
There is one more chance to
rouse the spark under the team
back to a flame. They must
defeat St. Norberts on Thursday the 15th, before taking on
powerful Lake Forest on Saturday. St. Norberts is usually an
unrefined and unpleasant team.
Green Bay beat them 8-0. But
Westphal , Washburn -and
Avery Burger are not playing
against .St. Norbert:S and they
will be missed. Academics has
again robbed the team, as it has
before, a-s the season goes on.
Watch Lawrence play Lake
Forest here on Saturday morning.
,

Division III playoff preview

In the past few weeks, a lot
has been said about Lawrence .
WHERE 'S MY TEAM?
University 's chances of making
well· this Saturday against St.
the NCAA Division III football
Norbert's . Davis is. looking for- _ playoffs at the end of · the
ward to the Viking lnvitatioi:ial season. Just what are these
on October 24th. The meet will playoffs and who determines
take place at Chaska Golf who gets to play in them?
Course, starting at 10:30 a.m .
Unlik'e the major college
Eight teams will be competing; ranks which determine iti;; naall Lawrentian faculty and tional champion by the holiday
students are urged to come out bowl games and the final wire
and support our hard-working service polls, the other · three
college football divisions (I-AA,
runners!
II, Ill) determine its national
champion by a series of
playoffs, similar to those used
in the NCAA bas!rntball tournament.
The NCAA Division III
schools (those which do not offer any atlhetic scholarships)
are: divided into four regions of
the CQUntry. Lawrence belongs
to the west region, by far the
largest region in terms of size,
but not in terms of schetols. T-he
west region includes 25 states
(Wisconsin and all the states
west of the Mississippi River
including Alaska· and Hawaii).
Despite the large size of the
west region, it has basically the
same number of Division III
teams in it as the north, south,
and east regions.
A panel of coaches for each
PLEASE CONTACT YOUR PABST
region discuss in a Monday
-CAMPUS REPRESENTATIVE TO
morning conference call the
FIND OUT WHAT SERVICES,
teams in that region that are
PROMOTIONAL IDEAS AND
doing well. The chairmen of
QUALITY PRODUCTS WE HAVE TO
each of those committees then
MAKE YOUR PARTY A SUCCESS.
discuss in a Tuesday morning
conference call the teams that
are doing well around the counFOR MORE INFORMATION, CALL:
try and determine 'the rank~ngs
that ·come across the wire for
Wednesday morning release.
Won-loss records and r:elative
3rd Floor Plantz
strength of schedt'1les are the
0
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major factors considered in
'deciding which teams to rank.
Eight teams will be selected
to participate in the Division
III playoffs at the conclusion of
the regular season. Selection as
a playoff team is not based solely upon ranking in the national
poll, but by the ranking in the
individual regions. The top two
ranked teams in each region are
given bids to the playoffs. If a
team is only ranked 9th or 10th
in the national poll, it could
qualify for the pla·y offs because
it is either the first or second
ranked team in that region.
The top two teams in the
region meet E¥1Ch other in ·the
first round. 'The winners then
advance to meet the winners of
the other regions in a predetermined order. This season (1981)
the winner of the west region
meets the -winner of the, south
'
~

region while the north and east
region winners also meet.
The site of the first round
game is· not necessarily at one
of ' the participa ting .teams .
Schools have to apply to the
NCAA as host institutions.
Schools not in the playoffs may
also apply to host the games . .
(for instance, if Lawrence
qualified for t he playoffs, t he
game could be played at the
Banta Bowl if Lawrence had applied to host the game, or
perhaps it could be hel1 at UW·
Oshkosh, or UW-Whitewater if
those schools had offered to
host the game.)
• .
The first round of the
playoffs begins Nov. 22, and
the second round is set for Nov.
29 with .the championship game
played Dec. 6 in Phoenix City,
Ala.
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Homecoming Vikes Belittle Beloit
by Malibu
For the second time in as
many weeks. the Lawrence
University football team. needed a strong second half performance to overcome a tough opponent, · this time downing
Beloit, 31-14, before an appreciative homecoming audience.
Beloit came into the game
with a decepti ve ··2-2 record,
having lost close games to Coe
and Carleton, and the Buccaneers sported a lineup that
was much larger than the Vikings, particularly in lines, where
Lawrence was giving up an
average of nearly 31 lbs. per
man . This inequity caused
repeated problems for the Viking offensive unit early on. as
workhorse tailback Scott Reppert was held to 40 yards
rushing in the first half. Furthermore, the Buc·s defensive
line was able - to deflect a
number of quarterback Dean
Walsh's passes, leading t9 three
interceptions, one of which .
came on the Beloit 5 yard line.
The
Viking
defense,
meanwhile, was more than
holding its own, allowing the
visitors just 59 yards total offense and 3 · first downs in the
half. Sam Levin's fumble
recovery at the Beloit 29
yard.line set up the only score of
the half, a 32 yard field goal by
Kraig Krueger with 1:57 remaining in the second quarter.
The Yikes had been able lo advance to the Buccaneers 15
yard line, but three straight incomplete passes stalled the
drive there.
The Viking offen$e managed
to overcome their impotency,
however, when they scored on
their first possession of the second half. After Shawn McIntire brought the crowd to life
with a 23 yard punt return, the
Yikes took over on their own-33
and put together an impressive,
67 yard, 10 play drive, ending
with Reppert's 4 yard jaunt
around left end behiqd the
blocks of Pat Schwanke, Ken
Urbanski, and Ga ry Van
Berke!. Krueger's extra point
gave the Vikings a 10-0 lead.
Lawrence got the ball back on
the ensuing kickoff when Brian

Srnigelski forced a fumble and
Mark Babbitts recovered on the
Buc 's 26. Two plays later the
Yikes were on the board again
when Walsh found Pat
Schwanke - for a 31 ya rd
touchdown pass." Schwanke 's

.

a 1 yard run by Reppert while
Beloit retaliated with a 21 yard
touchdown pass from Wingrove_
to split end Joe Trasser.
Lawrence also got a 27 yard
field goal from Krueger to complete the scoring.

flayer ot~be Weck

MIDWEST STANDINGS
CONFERENCE
W
Lawrence,
Ripon
Carleton
Cornell
Coe
Lake Forest
Beloit
Grinnell
Chicago
Knox
Monmouth

Pis.

-Pis.

W,

T

L

5
5
4

0 0
1

0
0

3
3
2
2

2
2
3
3

0
0
0

4

62

1
1
1
1

3
3
4
4

0

3
4

141
93
117
165
131
·67
102
41
· 65
101

35

·L

4
4

0
0

3

0

·3
.3
2
2

2
2
3
3

1

3

.

SEASON

42
60
95
108
99
95
135
98
198
120

0

0
1

0
0

In terms of individual perforseventh touchdown reception of
the season. Later in the period, mances, t.he game was n'o table
Shawn Mcintire intercepted a . for the efforts of-Scott Reppert,
Todd Wingrove pass and raced who broke the Lawrence career
65. yards for the touchdown, rushing record .of 2,162 yards,
thwarting a promising Buc- previously held by Bruce
caneer drive apd extending the Barkwill. Reppert, who needed

THE ZEPPELIN takes off.

l'huto: Ski1111t'r

only 15 yards to surpass the old
Lawrence lead to 24-0.
The Viking defense proved to mark, finished with 139 yards
be fallible, however, as the in 31 carries, as well' as 2
Beloit offense rolled~down the touchdowns. Defensively, the
field on their next possession, Yikes were lead by Co-Captain
with fullback Ron Pearson bull'. • Dave Blowerrs, who picked off
ing in for the score on a 1 yard 2 passes, as well as Graham
run and carrying in the extra Satherlie, whose interception,
point as well.
his seventh of the year · and
The
teams
traded eighteenth of his career, puts
touchdowns in the final period, -him one shy of the school recorct
the Lawrence score coming on of 19.

Midwest MatchQp
Men's CC
mid season

Kickoff: 1:30 p.m. Saturday (at Knox)
Radio: WLFM 91.5 FM
Appleton Line: Lawrence by 25
Skinner's pick: Vikes by 30

by Miles Toogo
The Viking cross country
Key Injuries: Lawrence : Neil
team -:rose on a dreary
Hersh, linebacker, knee (out for
Homecoming morning about
·· season) Greg Stevens fullba ck
the time most· he(lrty Lawrence
shoulder (out fo'r ga~e). Kno x:
None.
revelers were · just turning in.
What ·t o Watch: Jim Wise,, Knox
Bound for Beloit and the
OB., the Midwest Conferen ce's
prestigious Beloit Invitational
second leading passer, vs. L.U.
the Yikes hoped to irnprov~
secondary; John Durocher .
upon a fourth place finish a year
Kno x' league-leading receiver:
ago.
vs. Graham Satherlie, Lawrence
Spirits were soaring as the
DB; Lawrence offense vs. sievemen ' s team watched LU
like Knox defense.
stalwarts Kate Leventhal and
Note of Special Interest: Look for
Graham Satherlie to break the
Karin Jensen finish 2nd and 9th
L.U. career interception recoid
respectively in the girl's race.
this week ; he should have a field
Although not fielding a comday against Kno x' aerial circus
plete team, t he two women
This game should be a blow-out :
more than held their own
against girls Jrom Marquette,
UW-Oshkosh, and Carthage
among others.
The men 's race got off to a
fast start, with the Yikes well
The Yikes did manage to grab
back in the pack. At the mile 6th place in the 12 team meet ·~o1: _Latorraca r;p in the open
mark, the LU harriers began to largely due to strong running d1v1s1on and claimed 8th and
make their move, but, alas, they from Kent Allen, Todd 9th respectively while beating '
fell short of their goal. The Hausmann, and Joe Ahmad. s~ver~ of their teammates runB~loit course is English style, When as ked to explain his sud- nmg _m the college bracket.
This week the Yikes travel to
with several log barriers and den return to top form, Joe
water jumps. These sap - the ' Marna replied, " It's only logical I?e_Pere, Wisconsin . to parstrength from the runners' legs that I should do so."
tt.cip~te in the St. Norbert Inand make the five mile race
Also scoring for the Yikes v1tat1onal. A strong finish there
very tough. The barriers spelled
and
running well were senior coul? be the springboard the
doom for LU as several runners
Mark
Kohls and Mitch Katten. harriers l'l:eed to get ready for
had trouble clearing them.
the Lawrence Invitational two
Todd Wexma:n and Captain weeks
hence.

KNOX (,1 -4)

vs.
LA WR ENCE (5-0)
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· And the mural of_the story.~.
Once upon a tim~ there was a mural: It w~s a ver~ ~ce
mural and it hung proudly on the wall -of the Viking
Room'. The mural was· artfully crafted,_and bore insightful depictions of Lawrence-life. See the.beautiful
Homecoming queens on parade; see the big strong
fo9tball players winning more glory for old blue; see
the happy students learning and growing. Everybody
loved the mural.
•
And then it was gone.
It just disappeared: Some thought it had · been
spirited away to a big muck):'·muck forei~ museum;
others believed it to be panelling the den of the lodge at
Lake Wrolstad. But it was most definitely gonf:). The ·
Viking Room was desolate.
Then one day the mural came back. There was
much· rejoicing. Everyone was overjoyed to see their
favorite mural. There were the Homecoming, queens;
and there were the happy students;; and there was the
graffiti and all of ·the obscenities written on it_back in
the good old days.
Krie of makes a fella want to sing "O'er the Fox," you know?

QUOTE OF THE ·WEEK
Deep down, wfre all Republicans at heart.

_

..J_ohn Heilshorn,

